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We attended this year’s AI Hardware Summit to try to gather insights into enterprise and hyperscaler activity in large-scale 

AI, with a particular focus on the adoption of new training clusters and the read-through into how alternatives to NVIDIA 

are progressing. This is more of a technical event rather than focussing on strategic insights around AI hardware, but there 

were impressive keynote presentations from Meta and Azure (among others) as well as a raft of insights from corporate 

users embracing new AI workloads, particularly around NLP. Our main takeaways are five-fold:  

 

1. First, it’s clear that the use of large transformer models is moving well beyond the major hyperscalers, and we see 

the adoption curve jumping sharply in coming years, thanks to the industry finding novel ways to reduce the cost of 

training by developing and sharing pre-trained models. There is a large and growing industry adapting, tuning and 

optimising models that are tens and hundreds of billions of parameters in size, without the need for hundreds of 

data scientists. This is an efficient way for many organisations to reap the rewards that AI can offer, without ground-

up training. We think this is going to help spur industry adoption.  

2. Second, Hyperscalers continue to operate at the bleeding edge with research model sizes that are 10-100x larger 

than the wider community. Training times here are extending beyond what is reasonable. The message from 

hyperscalers to the chip industry is clearly to “up their game” as Moore’s Law is not keeping pace with industry 

developments. Systems for training starting next year will be measured in tens of exaflops, and we see 10x jumps in 

system bandwidth and models heading to tens (if not hundreds) of trillions of parameters. There is little question a 

major re-architecting of datacenters to support large-scale AI is underway, and it is evident to us that it is not just 

the need for accelerator upgrades but major advances in network I/O and memory are needed to evolve hardware 

to keep up with the industry trends at leading-edge. We do not see much competition to Nvidia’s EOS 

supercomputer in performance, which looks set to act as a blueprint for many exaflop systems getting rolled out in 

2023 and beyond.  

3. Third, while the leading-edge training market is entering a new phase of performance, the deployment of all this 

is still in the early phases. This is inevitably going to lead to an explosion in inference deployments at the edge in 

the next few years, in our view, particularly around NLP workloads. AI is moving beyond being largely a cloud-based 
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KEY INSIGHTS 

• The AI hardware industry continues to evolve at a break-neck pace. We think there are a 

dozen or more of 10+ Exaflop machines planned for rollout in ’23 to support bleeding-edge 

AI. The need for major hardware upgrades is clear as we enter an era where model sizes are 

measured in tens of trillions of parameters. Adoption of transformer models by the wider 

industry is underway, which we think will lead to a substantial growth story in NLP inference 

(particularly at the edge) in coming years.  

• Given this backdrop, we think AI hardware market growth will continue to impress. While 

2022 saw big upgrades (particularly at Meta) and there are real concerns over the cost of 

energy that may slow down some projects, we believe there is a fundamental need for big 

spec upgrades (e.g., look at the EOS supercomputer from NVIDIA with H100).  

• We think it’s clear that we will not see a meaningful challenger to NVIDIA in training over 

the next few years. Start-ups will get more traction with their new platforms, but need 

hyperscaler support to really scale up. We were generally disappointed with Intel/AMD 

proof-points in AI compute (particularly in meeting hyperscaler’s massive training clusters) 

and are concerned that 2023 will be another “development” year for both companies.   
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training phenomenon, and we expect to see a raft of accelerated servers deployed in conjunction with the growth 

in cloud operations.   

4. Fourth, with energy costs rising sharply of late (particularly in Europe), power is a hot topic. The industry has an 

opex problem with energy that could stunt growth near-term – power-hungry instances were already expensive, 

but some projects could get pushed out given cost of power hikes. There is clearly a need for real innovation here, 

particularly with new accelerator cards and network I/O consuming vastly more power and generating far more heat 

than ever. New exaflop systems will all need water-cooling.   

5. Fifth, alternatives to NVIDIA are making progress with new training systems, and while its hardware specs look 

impressive, we think they still need a few years to mature their capabilities, particularly in software, APIs, SDKs, 

as well as enterprise reach. Hyperscalers have begun to qualify alternatives (AMD at Azure, Habana at AWS, etc.), 

but these are not on a scale that NVIDIA should be concerned about. We were generally disappointed with progress 

made by Intel and AMD at this event, particularly in tangible software stack development. Start-ups (such as 

Sambanova, Cerebras, Graphcore, etc) are all now generating revenue (some more than others) and are in a race to 

evolve beyond $100m in annual revenues – we think traction with hyperscalers in ’23 is a must. The inference market 

is still relatively nascent, but we were impressed with the role Qualcomm was taking, particularly in its modular 

approach to AI, leveraging its smartphone volumes into server-class systems like the AI 100.  

 

Company Takeaways: Major Developments Look Encouraging 
We summarise below some of the main sessions from the event along with recent AI compute news.  

 

▪ Meta has had a big year in AI development. At the beginning of the year, its RSC compute cluster would be among 

the top 5 supercomputers in the world with over 6k A100 GPUs, but this is expected to reach 16k GPUs by YE22, 

with H100 upgrades to follow. Meta also uses a 5.4k A100 GPU cluster from Azure. So they have substantially 

upgraded their hardware platform to drive major AI advances. It now supports the translation of 200 native 

languages between each other (i.e., not using English as an intermediary) on its NLP platform, and has made its OPT-

175B model (open pre-trained transformer model) available on open source to share for free. Meta has also taken 

the decision to integrate its AI framework (Pytorch) into The Linux Foundation. These are big strategic moves from 

Meta that could give Microsoft and Open AI’s GPT-3 pre-trained models a run for their money. Meta is also running 

model sizes for its Recommendation engine of up to 10 trillion parameters and has also made big advances in content 

understanding, using NLP and computer vision to manage objectionable content. Overall, Meta is running thousands 

of training jobs concurrently, it trains a whopping 6bn images a day, and it is now processing 200bn translations and 

2tn predictions each day. The scaling of models by 10x-100x in future years will mean these clusters only jump in 

size. Meta was clear in its message to the hardware community, that advances in accelerator compute is one thing, 

but they need to see equally advances in memory and networking to keep up with the pace of change in model sizes 

and datasets.  

▪ Microsoft Azure was the first hyperscaler to build a massive cloud-based AI training cluster and with new models 

scaling so fast (e.g., MT-NG 530G), Microsoft believes compute capacity needed to run models doubles every 3.5 

months – but with hardware tracking Moore’s Law, there is a performance gap that looks structurally challenging. 

Microsoft continues to scale its AI infrastructure. Its agreement with Meta for a dedicated cluster of 5.4K NVIDIA 

A100 GPUs earlier this year is a blueprint for what lies ahead. This builds on Azure’s custom 10K GPU cluster that 

was built to support Open AI’s GPT-3 training among other large models.  While it continues to drive performance 

with NVIDIA, Azure recently committed to building a training cluster with AMD using MI-250 GPUs, although this 

size of this is not yet disclosed. Azure has also launched GPT-3 as a service, which it sees as gaining traction with 

wider cloud customers who are looking for turnkey solutions.  

 

▪ Google is ramping its new TPUv4 chips, four years after its TPUv3 launched in 2018, with plans to build a 9 exaflop 

system later this year (based on Bfloat16) using over 32k interconnected TPUs (8 pods) with each TPU chip boasting 

10x more interconnect bandwidth than the prior version. They did not present at the show, but we think its working 

with Broadcom on this ASIC project as it has all prior TPUs.   
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▪ NVIDIA will soon be finished building its EOS supercomputer, with 18.4 Exaflops of compute (at FP8) using its new 

H100 GPU, Grace CPU, NV switches and Bluefield 3 DPUs (claiming 3x performance uplift vs. A100 using FP16, or 6x 

performance uplift on FP8). This compares with its current Selene supercomputer built two years ago, which offered 

up to 2.8 Exaflops at FP16. This means NVIDIA’s new EOS machine is a significant upgrade (which we think can scale 

well beyond 4k GPUs in the initial EOS rollout) and should act as a blueprint for any company looking to train trillion-

plus parameter models. While this has not been publicly benchmarked, NVIDIA expects training times to be 9x faster 

compared with the fastest A100 systems, and its new NV link 4.0 claims to offer 7x more interconnect bandwidth 

than the prior generation. Training large language models often took months with top AI supercomputers based on 

A100, and we heard that performance gains started to decline as more GPUs were added to clusters. With the H100, 

NVIDIA aim to resolve these issues – something we think will lead to healthy upgrade cycle. With most US 

hyperscalers looking to finalise qualification of H100 in 1H23, we expect commercial ramp to see widespread 

adoption in CY23.  

▪ AMD and Intel have announced AI training roadmaps – AMD are focussing on MI Instinct GPUs while Intel are 

supporting Habana AI chips (rather than its GPUs) but we have yet to see large training clusters for AI being adopted 

by hyperscalers. Azure with AMD have committed to supporting the MI250-based GPU (in conjunction with Genoa 

CPU chips) while AWS has committed to Habana’s new Gaudi 2 chips (most likely paired with Sapphire Rapids) but 

as yet neither chipmaker has announced internal POD systems for these products, and we think several generations 

of software development are needed before these players realistically have a mature-enough roadmap to have a 

meaningful impact on this market. So while Intel and AMD have exascale systems to ramp in 2023  for HPC, we need 

to see what they can do in AI to compete with clusters such as EOS. Thus far, we have been underwhelmed by AI 

developments from both companies and are growing concerned that 2023 will be another year without real 

commercial progress.  

▪ Sambanova is making progress with new announcements both on the systems side of the business (with the new 

Cardinal SM30 system) as well as its services business, with subscription offerings for enterprises covering a raft of 

“foundation” models. On the system side, Sambanove has combined two of its existing chips into a new approach 

so that this twin-socket supports twice the compute capacity, twice the local memory capacity, and twice the 

memory bandwidth of the first generations of machines. This is giving the company a much broader capability in 

building its support for larger models, without new tape-outs. While Sambanova’s offerings are not yet available 

from any hyperscaler, and we do not have much in the way of public pricing to compare with Nvidia, we think it 

already enjoys the most customer traction of any of the start-ups thus far.  

▪ Cerebras announced its new wafer scale cluster, based on its second-generation platform – CS-2. This means 

Cerebras plans to support a GPT3 model on a single-CS2 system, with the potential to be able to train 100tn 

parameter models on one system. So Cerebras created high-performance fabric interconnect – to connect memory 

X storage appliance to CS2 accelerators. It is called SwarmX and it uses tree topology. While Cerebras have had 

commercial success with some of the top pharma companies and HPC national research labs, it is clearly positioning 

its wafer scale cluster into the major cloud players.  

▪ Hugging Face, the AI model provider, has seen a tripling in model downloads in the last 12 months, and its new 

Bloom model (launched this summer) supports 196bn parameters and is beginning to gain real traction with 

enterprises. With thousands of companies actively using Hugging Face’s pre-trained libraries and model 

optimisations on a day to day basis (including US hyperscalers as its most active users), Hugging Face is becoming a 

key player in the transformer eco-system.  

 

In terms of major AI enterprise end-users at the event, we interviewed a handful of players that shared with us some 

of their compute requirements and hardware plans. Overall, we were pleasantly surprised by the number of 

enterprises actively engaged in training transformer models (mainly in the cloud) and planning major NLP inference 

deployments in coming years. We summarise our interviews below. 

 

▪ We spoke with a major US fast-food chain with over 7,000 restaurants that expects to roll out GPU servers in each 

of its restaurants as new NLP-based services and computer vision applications get rolled out across its stores. So 
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while this company continues to scale its training plans in the cloud, there are substantial investments in NLP 

inferencing systems to come, a market still relatively nascent today. This business also was shifting from Windows 

to Android and X86 to Qualcomm Snapdragon as part of this digital transformation project. We believe that 

inference rollouts like this are going to be more commonplace at the EDGE – an area we think will scale sharply over 

the next few years.  

▪ We talked with a major European pharmaceutical company about its experience working with alternative hardware 

to NVIDIA, but it still found a lack of maturity, particularly at the interface level. Even with platforms such as Amazon 

Sagemaker, the ease and stability in transitioning from training to tuning to model deployment all on NVIDIA GPUs 

makes for high barriers to entry. So while AWS supports Habana, we see limited instance support, and large language 

model optimisations and APIs are still relatively niche.  

▪ Petrobras, Brazil’s state-owned oil company, has been significantly upgrading its compute capacity and should have 

a new AI supercomputer called Pegaso installed by YE22 with a cluster of 2k NVIDIA A100s. This will mean Petrobras 

will have doubled its compute capacity in each of the last four years, as it drives up sub-surface mapping and 

simulation. We think this level of compute scaling is typical of what we are seeing elsewhere in the energy sector at 

present.  

▪ In EU, Cineca and Atos are also building what will be among the world’s largest AI supercomputers (called Leonardo) 

with a cluster of 14k A100 GPUs, for drug discovery and weather modelling. We see Atos driving water cooling 

adoption with new H100 systems from NVIDIA, with plans to support 150kw per rack, using its new DLC platform. 

Atos also plans to provide water-cooling support for Graphcore’s up-and-coming “Good” supercomputer, 

supporting 10 exaflops of compute.  
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